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Eamon McGuinness

a gift

There are battering, low moments 
but at times I think it’s a gift,
as I cycle past the hospice,  
how he didn’t end up there,   
that it didn’t turn into home- 
help, live-in carers, daily visits.

I see myself turning into him.  
Those dead-air smells of novel reading 
on the toilet before bed, mid-week 
weekend newspaper catch-ups, setting 
the table at night for tomorrow’s 
breakfast and shushin’ on the headlines. 

I missed summer that year, 
while autumn came with dust 
and trailing winds which woke 
me, with empty fire- 
place noises and someone 
downstairs stealing his things.
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Harry Clifton

thérèse and the jug

 Marriage is the monastery of  our time
  –Leonard Cohen

She liked the jug, because it was cracked.
If it had a flaw
It was perfect. Under God’s law
It was made whole by what it lacked –

Or so you tell me, matter of fact,
As you water a whiskey
Last thing at night, or sweeten Darjeeling tea
With the milk and honey of tact.

How many decades now
Since we entered the enclosed order
Of ourselves, to raid and replenish the larder
Of imperishables? The marriage vow

Grown ordinary, seems to keep house
And break bread with us, through and through,
At communal vespers for two
Like a hidden spirit. Patient Thérèse,

Our patron saint of the infinitely small,
Examines the wedding plunder, stainless steel,
Anything bedsheets might reveal
The morning after ... Total recall,

If it ever came, would be shattering as a mirror
We stand before daily,
Man and wife, success and failure –
Childless love, imperfect as a marriage

Or that fissured jug, its flaw that integrates
A world around it, so you say,
A world left behind, for the Little Way
Of ovulins and fetherlites.
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Maresa Sheehan

our last day

You collected me off the train in your Daihatsu Fourtrak
made for cattle and dirt with moss on the window rubbers

with mam not home, you asked, will we go to the chippers?, 
plumpness only got you snogs from fat boys, but I was starved

we ordered two burgers and chips in the ‘Friendly Fryer’
she shouted “I can do you another burger for nothing if you’d like?”,

over the frenzied chips in the fat, the mincemeat 
gulping and gasping on the hot plate

the snack box meal picture desperate to be noticed by day,
you’d know by her she hated waste, “it’s our last day,

the health inspectors are closing us down” and she gave us
our brown bags, the fat making them shiny on our laps

as we laughed and blew and ate and waved the heat
and said how would anyone say such a thing?

we can still laugh at that,
my mother mostly answers the phone now.
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Niamh Boyce

hans ardently collects patients’ art work
 
  Heidelberg Asylum, 1890

i once had a sister

Agnes, Laundry Number
583, embroiders phrases
‘from her disturbed mind’

onto the bodice, sleeves
and cuffs of a jacket
cut from asylum gowns.

i once had white stockings

Confined to the ground floor
she threads each eye, pushes
needle after needle

stitching ich ich ich ... out
side and in, till linen
whispers meine meine
meine to skin.
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Matt Kirkham

kurt responds to adele’s call to remove a spider from the bathtub

On which foot does consistency begin?
His self-doubling self-doubting shadow 

chitters about nothing more than itself, 
and can grip each successor-of-zero of his feet 

as well I can write the bathtub’s equation.
Reading the spider, the metamathematician 

says he’s a metaphor for nostalgia, 
a child’s game. Which tiles on the floor 

can you step on without disaster?
Think slippery nebulae, the maps 

of all the worlds you see in those puddles.
A metaphor for nostalgia for metaphor.

You’d like to see the spider’s feet as points 
of a compass rose, but they spin 

like a universe without time. And as soon 
as you turn he slips down the wall.
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Stephen Spratt

subjectivity

indigo      blue

 dream      schemed

  masterclass      chance

   perversity      diverse

    opportunity costs      forests

     migration      starvation     

    fake news      news

  enemy of the people      people

  people       enemy of the people

    news      fake news

     emancipation      decapitation

    justice      self-interest

   sense      dissonance

  revenge      avenge 

 trivial      all 

end
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Cathi Weldon

in the key of alzheimer’s
 – for Deirdre and James J McAuley  

You are gone 
from my language sphere 
to a newfangled space.

For decades we anchored 
our childhood 
in words, lodged
 
our loves, our moments 
all debates, into 
a common hoard.
The echoes, odours, pixels

that you draw on now, drift 
out of sync so that 
our histories incline 
like ghosts to invisibility.

A memory recurs, slips
fritters asunder. It finds 
no grip in your being 
as you stray 

to a station beyond 
concious orbit – where only 
a white cat roves. You

who have lost my name 

stay me with tenderness
and from your core
produce a dulcet sigh.
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Louis Mulcahy

potadóireacht na caolóige

Over our door is a name      
meaningless to most who pass.     

On our arrival forty years ago 
men who shouted dogs
to round up hillside sheep       
could say who held each field
one hundred years before,
could tell their stories,
sing their songs,        
relate their joys, tragedies 
and occasional good fortune, 
name their food, clothes, shoes or none, 
their drownings.

They told who married in, who married out, 
who stayed and hungered, 
who, surviving steerage, 
reached England or America,
to prosper or get lost in the attempt. 
They could trace the name and story  
of every field for miles,
how it was created, drained and tilled. 
They knew the poets and fiddlers,
knew who built naomhóga,
best man to tell the weather,
the one to twist a súgán rope,
those who had the cures,
good masons for dry walls.

An Caol-Fhód –
narrow acre or narrow sod? 
memories conflict –
one of four adjoining fields     
known for soil and tuber,       
generations having hauled and spread    
baskets full of storm-ground sand      
with rotted straw and rich cow dung
from the settlement 
at Cloichear near its strand.
Traditions change, 
An Caol-Fhód   
not yet quite gone.
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Orla Martin

the poets

There they are, The Poets.
Great at funerals, are The Poets.
Crumpled in pews, compassion by the verse,
by the haiku.
They do write a good card, do The Poets,
so they do.

Handy at weddings, are The Poets.
Meaning to the missalette, will they lend.
Happiness outside their comfort zone,
can stretch to contentment for a couplet or two,
before descent into Merlot infused ramblings
on life, on death.

In relationships, can The Poets be found, or lost.
Angled over pints in Grogan’s or at The Library bar.
Intense over coffee, are The Poets. 
Eloquently worded, grammatically correct sex texts,
The Poets do send.
On occasion. 

For there they are, The Poets, 
Cycling along the South Circular Road, a car they do not own –
they cannot drive. 
They are there, The Poets, in sickness as in health, 
in Tesco as in Aldi, in publication or rejection,
in darkness, as in light.
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Keith Payne

a suburban sunday
     – after Paula Meehan

We never talked about hunger strikes 
in our house. Back home after the pub –
Sunday Times crossword done while your man 
twirled around the tables with issues
of An Phoblacht held up to his chest;
you’d buy one, leave it on the table 
and later varnish over the fact.
I’d eyes only for orange Fanta,
that unicorn and your cold, black pint. 


